Abstnact-In this paper, a teleoperation controller Is proposed for a-pair of nonlinear master and slave manip ulators. The control law enables the nonlinear robots to be perfectly coordinated despite arbitrary environment and human forcings, while ensuring that the closed loop teleop erator system is passive with respect to a supply rate that includes a user specifled bilateral power scaling factor. After perfect coordination has been attained, the control law constrains n degrees of heedom (DOF). The dynamics of the remaining n degrees of freedom resembles those of a usual rigid robot. Thus, the teleoperator becomes a common rigid mechanical tool with which both the human operator and the physical environment interact. In a companion paper [l], a control methodology to endow the n-DOF common passive tool with useful tool dynamics is proposed.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we propose a control scheme for a 2n-DOF nonlinear teleoperator consisting of a n-DOF master and a n-DOF slave nonlinear robotic systems. The control scheme renders the 2n-DOF teleoperator as a n-DOF common passive mechanical tool to human operators and slave environment by achieving perfect coordination between the master and the slave robots, which effectively imposes a n-DOF holonomic constraint on the system. The control scheme utilizes feedforward cancellation of the mismatched disturbances to achieve the perfect masterslave coordination in the sense that configurations of the master and the slave are coordinated in the presence of arbitrary human/environmental forcings. Coordination between the master and slave coniigurations is the primary prerequisite for good realism [2]. Recall that ideal transparenq [3] ca.n not be obtained without perfect coordination, since it implies perfect coordination with zero intervening apparent inertia [4].
Energetic passivity of the teleoperator is also crucial to ensure safety of human operators in the control loop and delicate slave environments ([5],[6]). In order to preserve the passivity of the closed loop teleoperator, a special structure is used for controller implementation. The special structure preserves the passivity not only with using the feedforward cancellation but also in presence of model uncertainties or inaccurate force measurement. In [7], [8], control laws were proposed to achieve similar control objectives (perfect coordination via feedforward cancellation and robust passivity). However, the control laws were restricted to linear dynamically similar systems. This paper removes this limitation. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 11, the control problem and control objectives are formulated. In section 111, we decompose the nonlinear 2n-DOF teleoperator systems into two n-DOF systems according to two aspects: overall motion and coordination. Individual control laws are fust designed for the decomposed systems in section N. The implementation of the control laws to enforce closed-loop passivity is presented in section V. Ex- perimental results are presented in section VI and section VI1 contains concluding remarks.
A control methodology to endow the resulted n-DOF common passive mechanical tool with useful tool dynamics is proposed in the companion paper [l].
PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Plant sisting of a n-DOF master and a n-DOF slave robots:
We consider a 2n-DOF nonlinear teleoperator con-
where p > 0 is a user specified power scaling to be defined later and (ql,q2), (Tl,Tz), (F1,Fz) are codgurations, control commands from actuators, and environmental forces for the master and the slave robot, respectively. The system (1)-(2) satisfies the structural property of robotic systems s.t. inertia matrices M 1 ( q l ) , M z (~) E are symmetric and positive defhite and Ml(q1) -p x 7 . I 2Ci(qi,ql) and Mz(q2)-2C2(qz1 &) are skew-symmetric, where Ci(q1, qi), CZ(Q, &) E !I?"'" are Coriolis matrices of the master and the slave robots.
B. Eneyetic Passivity with Power Scaling
Since it is useful to amplify / attenuate power bilaterally, we want to incorporate power scaling p as in (l)-(2).
With the power scaling p > 0, the scaled power input by the human operator and the slave environment is given as:
Here, p > 1 amplifies the human strength, whereas p < 1 attenuates it w.r.t. the slave environment. With the supply rate (3), we require the closed-loop teleoperator to satisfy the energetic passivity condition with power scaling p s.t.: Decomposition is designed according to the following design criteria: 1) coordinated teleoperator (locked system) has the natuml inertia ML(q) = pMl(q1) + Mz(q2) as in (7); 2) one of the decomposed system (shape system) ezplicitly represents the coordination error (6), s.t. qE = q1 -92, where qE is configuration of the shape system.
Define a decomposition matrix S(q) E !R2nxZn to be
where +(9) = [ p W 1 (qz)M1 (ql) + I] -'.
Since 4(q) is nonsingular, S(q) is also nonsingular (fullrank). According to the transform (8), the compatible transform for Ti, Fi i = 1,2 are given as:
Then, inertia of the teleoperator system (1)-(2) is transformed into another block diagonal inertia matrix:
In order to render the 2n-DOF teleoperator system (1)-(2) as a n-DOF common passive mechanical tool, a controller will be designed to achieve the following objectives: 1. The closed-loop teleoperator preserves the energetic passivity with the power scaling p in the sense of (4), 2. The master and the slave configurations are perfectly coordinated s.t.: and CL(q, il) are the naturally obtained inertia and Coriolis matrices when the master and the slave are perfectly coordinated (by summing the master and the slave dynamics in (1)-(2) with condition ql = qz).
DECOMPOSITION
In this section, we decompose the 2n-DOF original teleoperator system (1)-(2) into two n-DOF systems according to two aspects of teleoperation: overall motion and configuration coordination. This decomposition is applicable to any 2n-DOF teleoperator system as long as the master and the slave are n-DOF robotic systems, thus this approach removes the restriction of the decomposition prG posed in 171, [8] that the master and the slave must be linear dynamically similar.
where We call the n-DOF system (14) the locked system, since it represents the dynamics of the teleoperator after being perfectly coordinated (locked), whereas the n-DOF system (15) will be referred to as the shape system, since it reflects coordination aspect. Notice that the locked system has the naturrzl inertia ML(q) in (7) and the shape system configuration qE explicitly represents the coordination error as proposed by the design criteria. FE in (15) represents mismatched human / environmental forcing. The locked and shape system have useful properties as in the following proposition.
to Cancel Out the COUphg term CLE(Q,q)qE (14) to achieve (7). Then, it is easy to show that the locked system (14) with the control (19) duplicates the desired target locked system dynamics (7). TL will also be used to endow the coordinated teleoperator with useful tool dynamics in the companion paper where qE(t) = q1 -QZ and 4~ = $ q~. The control objective for the shape system is Proposition 1 Consider the sgrstems (14) and (15).
ML(q) -2C~(q,il) is skew-symmet~c,
2. ME(q) -2cE(q,q) is skew-symmetric, and
Therefore, if we cancel out the couplings CLE(q, q ) q~ i n (14) and c E L ( q , i l ) q L i n (15), the locked and the shape systems have dynamics reminiscent of the usual n-DOF robotic dynamics. Remarkably, with the coordinate transformation (8), the scaled kinetic energy (5) of the original 2n-DOF teleoperator system is decomposed into the s u m of the kinetic energies of the shape and the locked systems s.t. 1 1 np (41,ilz) = ;i"ML(P)4L + ZqTEME(q)QE, (16) using (11). Also, because of (8)-(lo), the supply rate in (3) is the s u m of the usual individual supply rates of the locked and shape systems:
T 8p(ql,q2,FI,F2) = F L~L +F%E.
The following proposition is a direct consequence of (17).
q E = q l -* --) O @ q l = @ * Thus, we design the shape system control TE to be:
where K, and Kp axe constant symmetric and positive definite kinematic feedback gains. Notice that the control incorporates the feedforward cancellation of FE in (20) with a proportional-derivative (PD) control for stabilization. 
Proof:
Integrating (17) and making use of (18), we have
Sp(qi(T), &(T),Fi(T),Fz(T))dT
= si F E~L + F $ &~T 2 -c$ = -2 .
1V. CONTROLLER DESIGN

A. Locked system control
Comparing the locked system dynamics (14) with the target locked system dynamics (7), the locked system control is designed to be
then, for some 7 > 0,
where 7 is the exponential convergence rate (which may be estimated from 7 3 infxER4" x * > 0). 
V. PASSIVE CONTROLLER IMPLEMENTATION
In order to ensure passivity robustly, a fictitious energy storage (simulated in software) is utilized, which has the usual flywheel dynamics: where is the inertia, E z f is the configuration, and
ETf is the coupling torque to be designed. The flywheel is used as an energy reservoir to generate feedforward cancellation of FE without violating energetic passivity and to recapture the energy dissipated through K, in (21).
Incorporating the fictitious flywheel, the total controller is implemented using a negative semi-definite structure as follow:
where fo > 0 is a threshold on the flywheel speed IExfl to ensure the controller variables in (28) are well-behaved. The switching function p ( t ) is designed to be to turn on/off the feedforward cancellation in (21) to prevent the energy in the flywheel EMf from depleting. Design of the switching region C will be given in theorem 2. 3. Constant damping effect K, in the shape control (21) is achieved regardless of the value of lEifl by a negative semi-definite entity:
Ad(t) = -{1-Ekfg(Eif)}K,
and CE(t) in (29). When IEifl < fo, some portion of energy can not be recaptured by CE(t) in (29) and it is dissipated through . h d ( t ) . 4. Symmetric and positive dehite kinematic feedback gain (spring) Kp E 3Pxn in (21) improves the convergence rate of the coordination.
Notice that when lEifI 2 fo, the implemented control law (28) duplicates the intended control (19) and (21), so the locked and shape system control objectives will be accomplished. The advantage of the implementation in (28) is that it robustly preserves the passivity of the closed-loop teleoperator in the presence of the inaccurate force sensing and uncertainty in model parameters, since the structure still remains negative semi-definite.
n; (t): negative eemi-de f inite (28)
Since cEE(q, il> = -CEL(q, q) (proposition 1) and &(t) will be designed to be negative-definite (given later), the matrix flg(t) will be negative semi-dehite.
The implementation structure a & ( t ) in (28) has the following components: 1. Cancellation of coupling CLE(q,q) and c E L ( q , q ) in (14) and (15). The property czE(q,q) = -CEL(q,q) (proposition 1) makes Q*,(t) negative semi-definite, i.e. another fictitious energy storage is not needed for cancellation 2. Feedforward cancellation of the mismatched disturbances FE is implemented through of this coupling. 3. the target locked system dynamics (7) is achieved.
Proof:
Define a new storage function:
and M 2 ( 9 2 1. 1 1
where ~~( q 1 , q z ) is the scaled kinetic energy defined in (5) (or (16)). Then, using proposition 1, (8), (lo), and (28), it can be shown that 
since a*,(t) is negative semi-definite, where xT = [qz, qg, q;, Lj.f, E i f ] .
Thus, using proposition 2 and the fact that K n ( t ) 2 0, the passivity condition (4) is obtained by integrating the inequality (33) with c2 = ~(0). Since 
n*,(t) is negative semi-definite regardless of accuracy in
Fl,Fz,Ml(ql), Mz(Q), the inequality (33) is preserved, thus passivity is ensured robustly. Also, from the definition of QL in (8), QL + Q,& as 3. With the cancellation of the coupling CLE(q,q)'in (28), the locked system control in the control law (28) duplicates the intended locked system control law (19), thus, the target locked system dynamics (7) is achieved. where V 
Since g ( E k j ( t ) ) = & and p ( t )
=q E -$ 0.
VI. EXPERIMENT
Experiments are performed using the nonlinear teleop erator in figure 1 with 2ms sampling rate. A power scaling p = 15 is assumed so that the operator perceives a shriied slave and the slave environment feels the master enlarged.
Coordination Performance
We consider two sets of initial conditions under the same human position command (f140°, 0.2Hz). For the first condition, the flywheel energy and coordination error are initially zero. The state starts from the origin in the figure 3 and the flywheel energy increases as the energy from human excitation is extracted through damping K, as in (37). The state finally enters into C so that feedforward cancellation is activated and good coordination (f0.5" for both links) is achieved. However, nonzero coordination error requires more flywheel energy for the state to be totally confined in C. A sudden degradation in figure 4 (around 24 s) is because the state is not totally confined in C so the feedforward becomes temporarily deactivated. From the second condition, the system starts outside of C in figure   3 , but it enters into the region C quickly due to the unidirectional energy flow through the damping to the flywheel as in (37). Once the feedforward cancellation is turned on, good coordination (f0.5" for both links) is achieved afterwards.
Hard Contact and Force Feedforward
The operator pushes against an aluminum wall installed in the slave environment with and without the feedforward cancellation. Similar levels of coordination are reported in both cases (figure 5). However, the master position is off from the slave in an opposite direction of human forcing, since the slave end-effect is deformed along the forcing direction while the feedforward cancellation tries to compensate for reaction force generated by the deformation (above figure 5) . In contrast, the master moves further along direction of the human forcing when the feedforward is not used. As in figure 6 , force scaling of around 15 (=p) is achieved. Note from (14) that power scaling p becomes force scaling, when motion of the teleoperator is negligible (i.e. FL = 0 e pF1 = -Fz). 
VII. CONCLUSION
Coordination problem for a 2n-DOF nonlinear teleop erator consisting of two n-DOF robotic systems is considered. The proposed control law achieves perfect coordination in the presence of arbitrary human / environmental forcing by feedforward cancellation and preserves energetic passivity with a power scaling. In order to enforce energetic passivity robustly, the fictitious energy storage is used to generate the feedforward cancellation and the negative semi-definite structure is utilized for controller implementation. By achieving perfect coordination (n-DOF holonomic constraints) and preserving the passivity, the 2n-DOF teleoperator is reduced to the n-DOF passive robotic system interacting with a human operator and environments.
